the contest....2E0TGS. nice fun,i am first time participate RTTY
mode , is great, best wishes to all GL and cu 73 IC-745 and
vertical antennas....4K6FO. de 4z5ku....4Z5KU. 7 June
2012....5Q5R. power 5Watte Yagi....7K1CPT. of EPC
#11986....7M4OOS. could enjoy the very wonderful contest. Tnx for
a fine contest again. is IC-7600 and ANT is Dipole....7N2UQC. K3
100w....7S5S. enjoyed the contest....8J2VE. spent chasing K1N and
other domestic duties made it impossible to focus much time on
this, my favourite RTTY contest. Spent a couple hours handing out
the 8P2 mult to those on 10m who could hear me. Congrats to those
with great scores....8P2K. 21.06.2014....9A5RPZ. : Yaesu FT-897
100W : Dipole : Dipole....9V1XX. CQ WPX RTTY....C6AKQ. july
2012....CA5GRF. -02-16....CM6ISG. CT EU DX Points WPX 196 1 69 126
517 164 196 1 69 126 517 164 : 517*164 = 84788 points....CT1AGF.
guys... too busy all the weekend with house work..was a very good
with good opens to USA in saterday afternoon. Hope to see all you
in next one. Tks for all contacts we have made. best regards
all... Jose ct1aoz....CT1AOZ. exciting Contest,, thanks a lot and
see u next year. 73 Manfred, DC9ZP....DC9ZP. -7700 Acom 1000 hor.
Loop....DD1JN. first WPX-Contest. It was so much fun....DF0BLM. &
TH5DX & Dipol....DF0BV. -590 - 100W - FB-53 (20-10), Delta Loop
40m - Dipole 80m - all max. up....DF1LX. had a flu so some
failures are in the log....DF6WE. a few hours on Sunday - enjoyed
the nice condx on 10m....DJ2QV. by WF1B Software v5....DJ2YE. 5
WAtt from FT817 via tuner Z11 to off-center-fed dipole, 21m long
high....DJ3GE. activity again....DJ6TK. -1000MP; MOSLEY PRO-57,
MULTIBAND-DIPOL 40/80/160m....DJ90IARU. FT-1000mp; PA: 400 Watt ;
FB-DX506; FD 4....DK2AT. thanks to all for QSO....DK3T.
.04.2013....DK6VCO. contest this year hope to see you
soon....DK7DU. : TS-480/SAT 100 Watt; Antenna: VB-500 (aperiodoc
vertical)....DK7UM. Contest....DL1RPR. , 100Wtt, TITAN DX, 3m
up....DL1THB. 1997....DL2DIE. -Tec Argonaut II, 5 Watt out, Tuner
ZM-4, G5RV....DL2DWP. 850 S - 2x 19,5m - Doppelzepp Hühnerleitung....DL2ZA. some test QSOs with Flex3000 and HRD
software. Works fine....DL4JLM. - tnx for hospitality
Stefan....DL4LAM. FT-450 / SteppIR / Loop 168 Meter
Umfang....DL4ZA. conditions, so it was a fun with 90 watt and
delta loop....DL5ALW. -2020 + GP....DL6NWA. license date is 201212-19....DL6WM. in 2016 73 de Olaf dl7cx....DL7CX. Wolfsburg
JO52IJ KX3 Vertical 12m was a pleasure to participate for managing
this fantastic contest....DL8TG. : IC-7400 + ME1200-H 500 Watt :
GPA-30 + G5RV....DL9GTB. : ICOM IC-7600 100W ANT: FB13 Rotary
Dipole + FD4 Windom....DM2RM. some QSO. Mistake in the PA. Testing
a new programm (UCX) in cont....DM3BJ. -03-14....DO2ART. for
JN37UN....DO7GIU. TNX to all , Hasta la vista. to organitation
antena and ICOM7100- 80w....EA1HRR. 706 MKIIG DX-B Alpha
Delta....EA2DDE. el proximo concurso,saludos i salut para
todos....EA3HKA. FT-897D Dipole Windom 70 w....EA8AQV. done a RTTY
Contest in years, made lots of mistakes, fun. Most importantly, we
won the rugby!....EI7IG. : Elecraft K3/100W. : JP 2000....ES1LS.
by WF1B Software v5....EU1DX. : FT-840, Pwr - 100W, Ant: Delta
Loop 168m....EU6AA. test!....EW2EO. -746pro watts #1 W3DZZ #2 IV
40M #3 IV 30M #4 VERTIKAL UW4HW 10-20M....EW8OG. modeste
participation histoire de me faire la main avec Win-Test je suis

pas sur d'avoir bien parametré MMTTY mais bon ca....F1MKC. 1000 +
KT34 + G5RV PWR 100W....F5GGL. fun 73....F5PHW. : ICOM IC-751AF
80W in RTTY : Multiband center-fed 2x20m 8m on 80 to 10m or Ground
Plane 20/15/10m : N1MM Logger+ V1.0.4678.0 good propagation with a
lot of stations on the five bands. eleventh CQ WW WPX RTTY Contest
and the best. goal this year was 1 000 000 points, unfortunately
when I had to stop my score was only 916 050 points. I'll get
there next year. to all who worked me. you again next year.
Bernard....F5RD. an Icom IC-7400 @ 5W QRP to a Hygain AV-14AVQ at
ground level. 80m VERY noisy!....G6CSY. 't have much time due to
family commitments but had fun for a few !!....G7APP. with logger
so one duplicated serial No.100 & odd missing numbers in sequence
& don't want to penalise RX station....G8GHD. FUN !....GM9N. great
fun, despite feeling lousy on Saturday, and also had honour St
Valentine and take the XYL out for a meal, so that me down a
little. Conditions not so good on Sunday a much better rate. Great
to see 10m so wide open too....GU0SUP. night opening with OC.. not
so high score as I thought before ... prop close early on the
afternoon....H2X. : FT450 : 100W .: Dipole....HA0GK. fer nice
contest!....HA0MS. :YAESU FT-857D, 5W, H/M HF6V Vertical....HA3OU.
: IC-746, antenna: Alfa-Delta, WWLoc: JN97LM , 73!....HA5KDR. mail....HA5OMM. 100w el yagi -s, dipoles....HA6NL. time available
but still good fun on 15m....HB9DDO. propagation with Saturday the
bands seemngly open and then Sunday with some strange QSB. usual
lost a lot of time with a workday on Sunday still had some great
contacts to remember the . Thanks to all for the contacts and CQ
for....HZ1PS. WPX RTTY 14022015....I2BPP. -440 95 W ANT.
DIPOLE....I2XLF. ore a disposizione, peccato sarà per la prossima
73....IK1RGK. TS940S Rigexpert ST MixW 3.1 . Vertical ECO 7+ ;
Trap dipole for 4080....IK2AUK. . Icom IC-735, PWR OUT: 5 Watt :
Windom all band....IK2SBB. a small partecipation for a few
hours....IK4AUY. enjoyed myself working only multipliers and i
finished with the best , a vk3.Funny contest, i like the wpx
tests.See you soon.Davide....IK4UNH. QRP Club n° #005....IK4UXA.
ICOM IC-756PRO III, MODEM HM by I7CSB, ANT STEPPIR 3 EL @55FT +
DIPOLES PKW ON 40-80 MTS. QARTEST (TNX PAOLO IK3QAR)....IK7NXU. in
qrp vy sorprendent for my new antenna vertical multiband ve great
and soddisfate....IN3UFW. -2000 100 W ANT. VERTICAL....IQ2CU.
09/2012....IS0DCR. : A nice opportunity to test my Momobeeam
stacked Yagi on 20m. A of fun in my hours of actitity. 73 de Joe
IT9HBT....IT9HBT. problems did not allow me to continue the
contest, you next year (qrp)....IT9IGN. Contest! I operated all
the time from the sailboat in wich I . The shack? Ft100D an 9.60
meters wire loaded at the base trough Un-Un 4:1. In the sailboat
(34 feet) I think I could'nt do more. I ended at 20.36 UTC: then I
operated less than 30 hours....IT9PZM. hope this time to see my
CALL on the list scores IC 706 60W - Vertical 10-15-20 - DIGICAT QARTest - MMTTY....IT9VCE. since 03/04/2014 - Member of AriMI Dx
Team....IU2CIQ. propagation of 10 meter propagation of 15/20/40/80
meter noise 40 meter DX on 80 Meter ICom IC 7400 70 Watt and
vertical phasing antenna 40/80 meter de IV3BCA Paolo....IV3BCA. :
Kenwood TS 140-S Ant: Vertical 12AVQ (10-15-20) Dipole (40 80)....IV3KSE. de Sardinia Island....IW0UWE. nice opportunity to
test my Momobeeam urban setup on 10m. A lot of in few hours of

actitity. 73 de Sal IW9FRA....IW9FRA. , ELECRAFT K3 100W , DIPOLE
40MT AT 10MTR....IW9GTD. ! 5W 817 and vertical ECO7+ first time
only 40mt. A lot of fun!....IZ2JPN. 18 January 2013....IZ2ZTT. :
Yaesu FT-897D : end-feed longwire, 16 meters long....IZ3XNJ. nice
propagation for both days, even found time to sleep enough! much
snow on the ground, this time I made some antenna works the tower
with snow boots on! :) big fun, RTTY is magical! Thanks everybody,
see you soon on air! 73 de IZ4AFW / IO4W / NZ1W....IZ4AFW. -time,
to test in the late morning my new home-made ( for portable )
wire/fixed single element tri-band Delta Loop. Funny digital QRP :
many listen very well, some others should have QRN on 20M too they
do not listen anything :-)....IZ5MOQ. participation in the WPX
contest, lots of fun and many om, propagation good, you and good
dx 73 88 iz5ufr Laura....IZ5UFR. enjoyed the contest....JA0JWQ.
FT1000, Ant:TA351 Dipole....JA1BNW. -time effort due to family
commitments. Propagation was better Saturday than on
Sunday....JA1BPA. enjoyed the contest....JA1CCX. enjoyed the
contest....JA1DBG. enjoyed the contest....JA1DKU. -2000, ant. V
Dipole....JA1GFB. enjoyed the contest. TU....JA1GZK. contest was
in good condition, that I could enjoy the wonderful
contest....JA1HFY. enjoyed the contest....JA1IZZ. enjoyed the
contest....JA1LZK. enjoyed the contest....JA1OHP. enjoyed the
contest....JA1SKE. enjoyed the contest....JA1UII. :IC-7600,sloper
ANT....JA2HYD. enjoyed the contest....JA2HZA. nice
Contest....JA2IXS. enjoyed the contest....JA2MOG. enjoyed the
contest....JA3AHY. :IC-706 50W ANT:Vertical....JA3JM. enjoyed the
contest....JA4FCC. enjoyed the contest....JA4RWN. enjoyed the
contest....JA4TUJ. enjoyed the contest....JA5CBU. enjoyed the
contest....JA5INF. enjoyed the contest....JA5XPD. : YAESU FT2000(100W) : 3EL STEPPIR with 40m band, Vertical for
80meters....JA6DIJ. enjoyed the contest....JA6FHF. enjoyed this
contest....JA6RIL. enjoyed the contest....JA6VQA. :TS-990S 200W
:DP....JA7CNS. enjoyed this contest as well as last
year....JA7LLL. enjoyed the contest....JA7QVI. could enjoy the
contest....JA8CEA. for The CQ WW RTTY WPX Contest 2015....JA8EIU.
enjoyed the contest. :IC7600M ANT:21/28MHz=2EL HB9CV :3.5/7=DP
15mH....JA8KGG. were greatr on 15m....JA9CCG. enjoyed the
contest....JA9EJG. contest was in good condition, that I could
enjoy the wonderful contest....JA9LX. enjoyed the contest. using
K2+R6000,TU! using K2+R6000,TU!....JA9MAT. enjoyed the
contest....JE1GZB. the contest....JE1LPZ. enjoyed the
contest....JE2CPI. enjoyed the contest....JF1VNR. enjoyed the
contest....JF1WCK. -850(50W) on my balcony. on my
balcony....JF2KWM. enjoyed myself....JF6MGC. enjoyed the
contest....JG2NLN. enjoyed the contest....JG2RZF. enjoyed the
contest....JG3KMT. Elecraft K3 G5RV +81-77-552-5217 +81-77-5525217....JG3LDD. contest as usual....JG5DHX. enjoyed the
contest....JH1EYM. . 5, 2012....JH1GTY. enjoyed....JH1OVY. enjoyed
the contest....JH3BYX. :IC-7600M, ANT:4elCQ. 7MHz: DP 17.3mh. : I
swer using QRP5W out. QRP meter WM-2 is used....JH3DMQ. enjoyed
the contest....JH3GMI. enjoyed the contest....JH4GLG. enjoyed the
contest....JH5FTY. enjoyed the contest....JH6QIL. am using 5W
transcever YAESU -817 and 1/4?É vertical ANT....JH7BMF. enjoied
the RTTY contest.using single loop ANT....JH7IQQ. enjoyed the

contest....JH7XGN. want to do my best on the next
time.!....JH8CLC. enjoyed the contest....JH8CXW. enjoyed the
contest....JI1ANI. enjoyed the contest....JI1LAT. : YAESU FT-857DM
: Dipole 's CHECK LOG....JI4EAW. enjoyed the contest....JI6BEN. FB
Contest. I enjoyed very well....JJ5HUD. -756PRO INV HB9CV
100W....JK1LUY. USED POWER LESS THAN 5W....JK1TCV. enjoyed the
contest....JK2EIJ. enjoyed the contest. Thanks you
everyone!....JK2XXK. enjoyed the contest....JK3RHX. enjoyed the
contest....JL1DLQ. : FT-2000 Output 100W Ant: 4-Band
Vertical....JL1QDO. : FT-817 : Whip(ATAS-25) 's License: Advanced
QRP RTTY DX !....JL1WCN. enjoyed the contest....JM8FGC. actual
maximum power output used is 5 watts....JN3DMJ. enjoyed the
contest....JN3LXJ. you for receiving my weak signal....JN3TSY.
enjoyed the contest....JN4HTR. enjoyed the contest....JO1EUJ. :FT2000D :8mh HB9CV DP....JO1SIM. enjoyed the contest....JO1YKX.
enjoyed the contest....JO3EVM. : YAESU FT-857DM : whip
antenna....JO3GED. YAESU FT-450 100w Verticals enjoyed contest
veru much!!....JO3PSJ. /9/23....JO3QVT. enjoyed the
contest....JO4EUP. interesting contest....JP1GVC. watts....JP1IMA.
enjoied contest....JP1LRT. . I enjoyed the contest....JR0BUL.
enjoyed the contest....JR1DUP. 'm very glad to have many QSOs.
maximum output power in the contest was five watts....JR1NKN.
participated at MobileCarShack. power is 30watts....JR2AAN.
enjoyed the contest....JR2BCF. enjoyed the contest....JR2LBF.
enjoyed the contest....JR2MIN. DP....JR2MVC. enjoyed the
contest....JR2PMT. actual maximum power output 100W....JR3NDM. 7600, OCF Mutidipool. ACOM1000 DigiKeyerII RCKRTTY
V3.27....LA5TFA. in good shape. 10m open until late evening. Had
to work for the with my G5RV and 50W output....LA9RY. ft1000mp
,optibeam 11-5 + ob1-40-30 + mfj1792....LN7TTT. you next
year!....LU3MAM. TS-2000, Butternut....LX/DF2SD. : IC-7000 100 W :
OB16-3....LZ2JA. .qsl.net/yo3fca/hstc.htm....M0IPU. 10m contacts
were QRP 5w, other bands 100 W....M0MPM. -737A 100 W ,ANTENNA
DELTA LOOP....M0NPQ. -756 100w 4el 10m, inv L 80m, Dipoles
40/20/15m....M0OSH. having only an indoor magnetic loop, I had
great fun during contest. See you next year!....M0RLM. fun, some
great operators out there. Transceiver worked 100%....M0UNI.
december 2012 Yaesu fT-817....M6CFW. Foundation License awarded
8th October 2014....M6ESV. nice contest, but sri for less time.
oe2ijl....OE2IJL. for nice contest. It was my first time to try
this. I used Ts-590, -11 tribander and horizontal delta loop,
logger was DXLOG which worked . Before weekend strorm twisted
support tube from loop, so one corner abt 5m lower than other 2,
it was close to throw towel in ring. I din't do that, hi. It was
fun, hope see You on 2016....OG3P. was a fun exercise. Thanks to
OH2BH for loaning the station!....OH10X. % homemade setup,rx/tx
with Si570-vfo, 5W qrp-output Inv-L/ground plane antennas for each
band software N1MM with MMTTY-engine....OH2LZI. IC-7700 100 W
10..40 m and dipole 40/80 m....OH2NT. /TX Icom 7600,linear 1Kw
Windom for qsos....OH9GIT. -756pro ant 4el QUAD....OH9UFO. WTTS
AND GP ANT FOR 20, 15 AND 10M ES WIRE ANT FOR 40 AND 80M....OK1BA.
50 w,ant. R5,W3DZZ....OK1DKA. first WPX RTTY contest. The first
time I used the contest log 9a5k and I collected experience. Thank
you everyone for QSO. Goodbye next time! 73+GL jirka

OK1DQT....OK1DQT. first licensed 2012-10-17....OK2AW. CONTEST WITH
MANY STATIONS. SEE YOU AGAIN FRIENDS. : YAESU FT-897d 30 W, ANT:
GP, SW: FLDigi 3.21....OK2SWD. WW WPX RTTY Contest 2015-02-14
00:00 UTC - 2015-02-15 23:59 UTC TS590S ( Power 100W ) . vert. ECO
HF8 - of Times of contest -02-14 17:20 UTC - 2015-02-14 21:28 UTC
04:08 ( 248 min ) -02-15 14:53 UTC - 2015-02-15 19:50 UTC 04:57 (
297 min ) Times 09:05 ( 545 min )....OK2UHP. FIRST RTTY WPX
CONTEST USED : DIPOLE 10,15,20 VERTICAL HM 40,80 .3KHZINRAD
EXPERIENCE....OK4GP. 12 C4 plus dipole plus ft1000 Mark V 600
watt....OK6DJ. by WF1B Software v5....OL8M. fantastic exerience on
OM7M's place, team with a really high level of Ham Spirit!
Enjoy!....OM/IT9RGY. 850 S....OM2DT. TS-590S; 80 W; ANT
G5RV....OM3R. 40w into windom 42m....ON2VHF. THE END OF THE CYCLUS
TRYING TO WORK SOME NICE DX ON 10M. SOME NEW DXCC'S AND HAD A SOME
NICE PILE-UPS. FUN AND NORMALLY A NEW BELGIUM RECORD!....ON3DI.
weekend! Carnival, Valentine's, and CQWPX! Things started slow
Saturday but condx became great SUnday both on the high and the
bands! , ACOM1000, KT34a, dipole....ON6NL. licenced 23th of
December 2014....ON8WR. a blast. Great contest! Due to equipment
trouble and family I did not enter in this contest in the last two
. Great fun and good to be back....OQ6A. contest, I hope to take
part again next year!....PA3RIS. weekend as PACC so only a bit
over 100 qso's to points for the local section of Veron. Too tired
do more. Have a very high noiselevel so especially RY it gives
hearing problems, but RTTY was a good....PA40FAW. is the
soap?....PA7PTT. 1 vertical antenna....PB0ACU. for the nice
Contest....PB7Z. ---FB33....PD0ME. since 27 March 2013 FT-857
power 20W....PD4KH. for all RTTY qso and cfm by buro, eqsl, lotw,
direct Jeroen de PD5CW....PD5CW. YL/OM , after the dutch PACC
contest i did made rtty wpx-contest qso's. With QRP 5 WATT and a i
did had some nice dx on 10m. QSL via bureau. , PE2K,
Adriaan....PE2K. FB Contest....PS7AW. FB Contest....PS7DX. FB
Contest....PS7YL. !....R0CAF. -3000....R0VZ. K2+Wire Antennas 1500+Wire Antennas....R2LAC. , 20 W, dipoles....R2OM. nice
contest....R3BB. -950 GP, long CEPPELIN, Inv. V....R4CO.
W3DZZ....R7HL. -703 5 W A3S, G5RV....R7KO. 73....R7MM. for the
contest....R9UAG. -756PRO3 100W ,antenna - W3DZZ....R9UG. -440S
100W, antenna-T2FD !....R9UW. , InV....RA3GZ. -840....RA3V. you
for the nice contest. I used tranceiver SUNSDR2 power 5W Magnetic
loop antenna. 73!....RA3XEV. (s): ICOM IC-718; ANTENNA(s):
GP....RA6LIS. FT-950 -50W.Ant: Delta-14Mgz....RA9AFZ. !....RA9AMO.
!....RA9AU. .....RA9MLX. : YAESU FT-1000MP MARK-V FIELD : YAGI XL335, MILITARY DIPOLE ACOM-1000 : 700-800W TNX FB CQ-WW-RTTY-WPX
CONTEST....RC3C. TS-590s....RD3AL. 73!....RG5A. 73!....RK0AZC. you
for the contest....RK3DXW. 73! FOR SCHOOL STATION....RK3PWR. IC756PROII !....RK9AK. FOR NICE CONTEST , ANT_6el 3el
yagi/dipoles....RN2FQ. -7000, 50WT, G....RQ0C. !....RT5C. -2000 :
AD347 : GP....RU1AB. QSO: 21000 RY 2015-02-15 1852 RU3FM 599 1301
J35X 599 495 QSO: 21000 RY 2015-02-15 1856 RU3FM 599 1302 CE4SFG
599 372 Time ON 29:20 (1760 mins) Time OFF 18:40 (1120 mins) :
10/15/20 m - Tribander XL4511, 40 m - Rotary dipole, 80 m Inverted Vee :....RU3FM. !....RU3VV. 80 wt, GP UT1MA model VMA7(40-10m)....RU4LM. SO2R. Vy good conDX. Sometimes there was good
run on 15 and 10 meters....RU4SS. -775 .RQ43....RU6CH. 5 Watts,

Ant Magnetic Loop (indoor)....RV3DBK. FT-897 Ant. Delta
80m....RV3VL. -718, ant. IV 10 M....RV6LCI. 7800 pwr 5 watts, Ant:
ECO 7+....RW3AI. .: Mosley PRO 96-3,pwr-1kw....RW3SY. , FT-950,
Ant: A3S....RW4PFF. : MARK V + VL1000 + 6 band Vertical
"Hustler"....RW4WZ. : KT34A, Dipoles. Trcvr: IC-746pro....RW7M.
73....RX0SA. -756 100w Loop h=27m....RX3RZ. 746, LW....RX3VF. 736....RX6BS. DX & CUL....RX9DJ. INV.VEE....RZ3DZ. is first S53A
RTTY operation. We had fun with endless pileups!....S53A. licensed
05 April 2013 power 12.5W with homebrew SDR transciever....S54MI.
-847 100W Ant : 80m 2 el. Wire BEAM , 40m Vertical Oblong , 20, 15
and 10m ECO 3 el BEAM....S59D. enjoyed the contest....S61PW. : K3
-- PA : 1 KW -- ANT : Reuse....SE2I. never got the right feeling
for N1MM and RTTY, so I switched WriteLog. It has taken a while to
learn the program, but I getting the hang of it. In the beginning
of WPX the MKII modem , so I had to fiddle around with it with
installation etc. took part in the PACC contest, until the RTTY
gear was in shape. the second day I was also in a local Swedish
contest. de SM5SIC Göran....SM5S. /RX: ICOM746 100W EL QQ 20m10m....SP1DMD. -850S, CP-6, WINDOM....SP2MHD. : Kenwood TS130SE :
Vertical multiband....SP3UIW. : TRX KENWOOD TS-820 MOD. PWR 10
WATTS, FD-4....SP4BPH. :FT-950 PWR:5 ANT:2el Delta Loop....SP4LVK.
MFJ989 ANT:VERT8MH 80W....SP5BYC. TRX ICOM-737 GP7 & Bazooka
Ant....SP5CGN. -950 100 W....SP5UUD. -735 100 W....SP6BEN. AR-85,
ant. multidipol utworzony programem "Cabrillo Generator v.2.1.9" (c) SP7DQR....SP8LXE. GP-LW....SP9BGS. pwr 100W ant delta
loop....SP9BNM. : IC738 40W : 40-10M - CP6 80m - Inv. V....SP9EMI.
FSK in IC7100 USING PC ! : IC7100 : Vertical Delta for
40m....SP9GMI. 100W DIPOLE....SP9IHP. IC730, ANT DELTA
LOOP42m....SP9KJU. - Icom IC-746Pro 100Watts - Delta....SP9OHL. IC746 ; ant-GP ; pwr-100Wtts....SQ9FMU. . lic. since 14 March
2012....SQ9PPT. /12/2012....SV1QXU. you for the contest and all
who digged my qrp signal of the noise. 10 m seemed very hot,
however, no chance participate from my qth. For me it was mainly a
low band . Highlights were certainly the contacts on 40 m VK3JA
(aka VK3TDX who normally catches me on the first ), nearly not
copyable due to qrm, and several Japanese . JR3NZC who even
returned on my cq. Nevertheless, I en- it very much and hope to
meet you again in the cw part. -703, K3/10, 5 watt; , 3 el inv Vee
for 40 m, lambda/4 vertical for 80 m....TM3T. by WF1B Software
v5....UA0CA. : TS-940V POWER 5W; ANTENNAS: 10/15/20M
SPIDER....UA0SBQ. -857 and 2 dipoles....UA3RAB. TS-590....UA3UBT.
YAESU FT-1011 50 WATTS DIGI MODE INV 40/80 m....UA4HBM. of the
rest 2015-02-14 1600 UTC - 2015-02-14 2124 UTC (0524) of the rest
2015-02-15 0131 UTC - 2015-02-15 0353 UTC (0222) of the rest 201502-15 1358 UTC - 2015-02-15 1538 UTC (0140)....UA4HJ. -751,
LW....UA4NCI. IC-718 90w ANT 80m DIPOL, 40-10m - GP....UA4NX.
!....UA4SJO. CAT!!!! FT-1000MP MK-V field Windom A3S NO
CAT!!!!....UA9UX. TEST....UN7CN. FT1000MP dipole 160-10m....UN8PA.
25W....UR1YDD. -756PRO, POWER 40W....UR3AC. license in june
2014....UR3AFS. -718 gap-titan-dx....UR3AHF. 2000 90watt....UR4MG.
-7600, 100 W, ant. A4S/A744, GP Titan DX, Bazooka 80 m....UR5CN. 756 PRO II 50 W Inv-V ( 40/80 m )....UR5LY. ICOM-718 . Power abt
100 wtts....UR7CB. CONTEST THANKS....UR7EC. for CONTEST!....US1IV.
KENWOOD TS-140S. PWR abt 50 Wtts - Spiderbeam 10-15-20 m, Dipole

40-80 m....US6CQ. test ! 73....UT0FC. /RX - FT-950, 80W I.V....UT3RS. october 2012....UT4UFZ. : IC-756PRO, 90W, ANT: TB
DIPOL....UT4UQ. -1500, PA-100W - Dipole 20m, 15m, 10m, IV- 80m,
40m....UT5T. !....UT6IS. - MiniYES + PA 100 w, Ant - Vert Delta 85
m prm....UT8AS. TS-590S 100watt, Antenna: GP....UT8IT. ! Very
strong bomb attack from ukrainian army, I must QRT now!....UX1IL.
CONTEST TU....UX4E. de UX4FC....UX4FC. -950 + AL-811H + AT2K +
MicroHAM DIGIKEYER II + 40m delta-loop....VE2EZD. operations were
shortened by Saint-Valentin's day. 10m was good Saturday and
Sunday. Don't get such a scire on this band....VE2NMB. conditions
were not great at my QTH and I had trouble decoding
signals....VE3IBW. had a lot of fun but very limited time to spend
on this contest. WX all weekend Sunshine I had to get out and ride
my new older Bike. We have some nice trails in this city to cycle
on....VE7BGP. was a training session. Al, VE7CDC, had little or no
RTTY . By the end of the session he had the 10 min rate up to .
Not bad for a newbie.10m was really good. Worked BV, BY, DU, , ZL,
UA9 around 1630 local time. Not used to 10m being open to areas.
Seems Al enjoyed the experience. He's coming back for RTTY. 73,
Jim VE7FO....VE7FO. was from NB (VE9)...de VE9AA....VO2DX. Good
conds but I think we need a better education level for new hams.
lost about 10 QSO'S because of LIDS calling non stpo before I
could close the QSO....XE2AU. -817ND 5W, MOBILE WHIP....YB0ANN.
+73 !....YL2IP. -3541....YL3ID. !....YO2GL. : IC-7000 100 W fsk,
h.m. trap GP. 73 Szigy....YO2IS. : IC7600 ANT: Vertical BB10V....YO3GNF. -480sat Delta Loop....YO4CVV. : IC-7000 POWER- 50W
: HF9V for a nice contest! I will be back next year....YO5BYV. TS2000 100W , VERTICAL....YO5CUQ. WAS POOR....YO5NY. station tnx to
all ,73 GL....YO5OHY. YAESU FT-2000....YO5TP. kenwood TS 450 ANT 5
EL YAGI....YO6DBA. everyone....YO9CWY. -950 + PA 300 W....YP5A.
long wire 5w....YT2PFR. TS930S - 300W, TH3Mk3/InvVee....YT2U. 440
S =100W =GP/DIPOLE....YU1KT. propagation generaly good propagation
in several occasions only. I am experessing my gratitude to all
HAM who made efforts to copy my weak RTTY signals....YU1LM. power
1 watt antenna GP....YU1RH. have to quit because i was sick .next
year will be better....YV4NN. was my first RTTY contest. I enjoyed
it but it took getting used to using HRD....ZS1TMJ.

conditions on ten meters again this year!....AA5AU. - License date
12/11/12. Last run as a Rookie, just didn't enough free time to
put into the contest as I would have liked. we get a wires-only
overlay category? Only using a G5RV Jr. (heavily) inverted V and
an inverted L on 80. Heavy winds and blowing made for some
interesting times with those wires during the....AB3TM. Grant
Date: 11/12/2014....AC2PB. CONTEST, THANKS....K0GK. -----POINTS---- MULTS QSOs Points WPX 0 0 244 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 305 758 ----- -------- 758 : 758 * 244 = 184952 Records: 307 (any discrepancy
likely due to dupes)....K0JJR. licensed 2015-10-21....K1DBO. try
using fldigi....K2LNS. @ 5 watts, dipole and tribander....K2YG.
time to operate in this contest and it was great fun. will be back
next year!....K3DMG. KC3AKS LICENSED 04/15/2013....K3VPZ. licensed
8/31/2012....K5MXG. contest and good conditions except for antenna
relay problems here....K6HGF. MMTTY, WriteLog, and IC-7100 all
working together!....K9GY. a little more time looking for
multipliers this time....K9NR. FOR FUN THIS YEAR....K9OMW. and 15
meters did not dissappoint!....KA1DBE. Licensed 12-112013....KC1AXJ. -21-2013....KD0WWH. TIME LICENSED
02.01.2015....KD2HXI. caused me to shut down from large amounts of
static on antennas....KD3HN. RTTY contest. Competed from my Beach
House in Delaware with a in the woods and 100 W using my KX3 and
KXPA100. First time this set up for a RTTY contest....KD3TB.
location CT; changed location field per directions to keep bot
happy....KG4V. Licenced February 21 2013....KK4PHP. was my first
RTTY contest experience! Very fun!!....KM6JD. of fun operating
from antenna prohibited Condominium in New Jersey remote station
in Valhalla, New York. issues with latency or lost packets. was as
if I were sitting in front of the K3 rather than many miles over
the Internet. contest!....KR2AR. Day put a bit of a crimp on the
operating on Saturday, plus awfully nice weather pulled me away
from the rig on Sunday, but had a lot of fun....KX7L. + logger
skipped sn's 87 and 88....N1IA. quick visit to K1VR before yet
another of the 2015 Blizzards that SOAPBOX: hit New England. Once
I got MMTTY running in WIN-TEST, I managed blow the AL-1200's
parasitic resistors after just 10 minutes of -ing at 500W. The
repair took me only 90 minutes. I look forward returning to Fred's
QTH and to next year's event....N1RR. /9/2013 first licensed;
licensed as Extra 9/13/2013....N7BX. error QSO #10 & 16, thrown
out. Limited operating time with TS-520 and 20M dipole 12' AGL in
attic....N7DB. 10 meter opening....N7UVH. everyone next
year....N7VPN. out for fun. ThanksQSO: 7082 RY 2015-02-14 0136
N9ZE 599 001 NF2RS 599 052 0....N9ZE. a system crash and lost some
QSO's around the 120 to 124 serial number mark. Did not have then
to reenter. Those few will not show in my log sadly....N9ZMO.
contest - great conditions on 10 and 40!....NC0DX. alot of fun
this year.See you all next year....ND3R. OF ACTIVITY MADE FOR
LOADS OF FUN GREAT PROP THROUGHOUT CONTEST. VERY POLITE
COMPETITORS... ENJOYABLE. IS MY FIRST RTTY WPX IN MANY YEARS AND
FUN!! ALSO THE FIRST THAT I MISSED THE FEBRUARY ORLANDO
HAMFEST....NE3H. by club members, WB4LNM and his wife and KE4COL
and his son. contest with good club participation. The Tennedyne
Log: antenna worked flawlessly and the 15 meter opening on Sunday
great. not do as well as last year, but we lost Darrell, this

year. Darrell passd away late last year and he was on 40 meters.
Darrell started NN4MM (EALA DX CLUB) a few ago and we have revived
the callsign. We will use it as often as . for all of the contacts
and repeats....NN4MM. was a TOTALLY REMOTE effort in that NO
OPERATORS were operating the shack during the contest. A technical
glitch prevented us using more than two operating positions but
this could not be while the contest was in progress. Thanks to
W5ODJ for repairing and upgrading our vital Internet connection.
It flawlessly. Position 1 used a VPN, VNC Viewer, Mumble audio,
Commander and N1MM Logger Classic. Position 2 was operated only
John-K3TN who used a K3 connected through a RemoteRig box. He to
work around an audio problem and should solve it once, a board
from Elecraft for his K3-mini arrives. Conditions were and our
score would have been substantially higher, had we the full
complement of operating positions available. Next time. was pretty
slick to operate from many miles away, and hear the audio and
watch things happen, all remotely. (W3UL & K3TN in . W4TMO in NC.
W0YR in VA. No one in the K4VV shack.) Safety allow us to meet FCC
control requirements. No "runaway" during the contest. Many thanks
to our hosts, Jack (K4VV) and Sharon. QSOs will be uploaded to
ARRL LOTW. Thanks for the Qs and Mults. We will see you all in the
ARRL CW test. the boundaries of Remote Contesting. 73
TeamK4VV....W3UL. time fun!....W4SDJ. &P only for short periods,
radio took a back seat to other this weekend. All antennas used
are from my motorhome collection. This could have been a very high
scoring test with booms, high in the air and the full 1.5kw, oh,
also more BIC (butt in chair) time. 73 had fun, Tim W6NS....W6NS.
(op: W5AJ)....WF5E. glitch means my numbering started at
008....WO7R. got off to a slightly rocky start with the second
station deciding liked the serial number 001 better than
incrementing. Our to our first few Qs on 10 meters, all with
number 1. After restarts on N1MM we gave up and created a new DB
and then moved forward at the cost of about 30 . Propagation was
great on 20/15/10m during the day; however /80mtrs was a little
tougher. Thanks to all the JA?s who worked us the wee hours. There
were some exotic callsigns showing up. to everyone for a wonderful
contest. Besides propagation had the other main ingredients of a
great contest, a great time and team and we ate really well thanks
to N7BV?s wife, . 73,....WR5J.

